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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
5G presents a huge opportunity for the digitisation of the economy and the modernisation of all
industry sectors. This transformative potential makes 5G a matter of major societal importance and a
subject of high expectations from economic and political bodies in Europe and globally.
The Committee on Digital Economy Policy of the OECD has stated clear objectives for 5G:
• Increasing GDP
• Creating employment
• Digitizing the economy
Within the framework of its Digital Single Market strategy the European Commission also set clear
objectives for 5G:
• Digital transformation of industry
• Maximizing economic growth
These aims will only be achievable if 5G is designed in such a way that it meets the requirements of
all industry sectors.
The essential responsibility for defining the 5G standard lies with the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP). Seven major standards developing organisations (SDOs) from Europe, Asia, and
North America are associated with the project, namely ARIB, ATIS, CCSA, ETSI, TSDSI, TTA und
TTC. There exists a variety of committees, task and working groups active within and between the
major standardisation and regulatory bodies 3GPP, ETSI, IEEE, ITU-T, ITU-R, CEPT, and, in
addition to this, a large number of forums and 5G research and promotion initiatives.
Considering that the timeline for 5G standardisation and deployment is very ambitious – first
deployments are envisioned for 2020 - all actors need to work together towards common objectives to
realise the full potential of 5G.
Being at the forefront of technological advances in areas related to the Future Internet, Europe and
China are playing particularly important roles in the global standardisation process.
While both regions have their dedicated 5G research initiatives and promotion groups as well as
deployment plans and technology roadmaps (examples of different priorities are C-V2X and NB-IoT)
they appear to adopt the same concept of a unified core standard, a set of clearly defined KPIs plus a
number of key technologies for connectivity. Through the collaboration of both regions’
standardisation bodies in 3GPP, the exchange between their major 5G technology initiatives (MoU
between the 5G PPP and the IMT-2020 Promotion Group), and the global orientation of their major
communication equipment manufacturers (Ericsson, Nokia, Huawei, ZTE) a considerable degree of
harmonisation is being achieved. Unlike the 3GPP, though, which foresees the development of 5G for
high-speed communications and IoT (eMBB and mMTC) in different phases, China advocates equal
priorities for both application cases.
Furthermore, differences exist concerning the participation of non-Chinese companies in Chinese 5G
initiatives and participation of non-EU companies in EU 5G initiatives.
Both the Chinese IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion Group and the 5G PPP are focusing on the promotion of
5G technology. In the past, the IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion Group was closed to the participation of
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non-Chinese companies; recently, however, this situation has changed since more non-Chinese
companies can participate in some of the IMT-2020 standardization activities. Still, more work is
needed in order to promote non-Chinese participation in the IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion Group
The EU 5G PPP initiative is closed for countries that do not have their registered seat in the Member
States, Candidate States and Associated Countries of the European Union. There is, nevertheless, an
MoU between the EU 5G-IA and the following other similar global initiatives for the sharing
information on basic system concepts for 5G, spectrum frequencies to support the global regulatory
process and preparation of future global 5G standards by the identification of common interest and
consensus building:
•

The Fifth Generation Mobile Communications Promotion Forum (5GMF, Japan)

•

5G Forum (Korea)

•

5G Americas (Americas)

•

IMT-2020 5G Promotion Group (China)

•

Telebrasil – Project ‘5G BRASIL’ (Brazil)

In addition, in October 2017, an H2020 Call for Proposals (ICT-22-2018) was explicitly published by
the EC for a project focused on Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) and V2X that would collaborate
(“twin”) with the equivalent MIIT-funded “Major Project”.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation

5G presents a huge opportunity for the digitisation of the global economy and the modernisation of all
industry sectors. This transformative potential makes 5G a matter of major societal importance and a
subject of high expectations from economic and political bodies in Europe and globally.
The Committee on Digital Economy Policy of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) has stated the following objectives for 5G:
•

Increasing GDP

•

Creating employment

•

Digitizing the economy

Within the framework of its Digital Single Market strategy the European Commission also set clear
objectives for 5G:
•

Digital transformation of industry

•

Maximizing economic growth

In his 2016 State of the Union address, President Jean-Claude Juncker highlighted the need for highspeed connectivity and the crucial role of 5G in empowering EU citizens and the economy.
These aims will only be achievable if 5G is designed in such a way that it satisfies the requirements of
all stakeholders. Therefore, common standards are crucial to the economic success of 5G. Considering
that the 5G timeline is very demanding, all actors need to work together towards common objectives
to realise the full potential of 5G. Being at the forefront of technological advances in areas related to
the Future Internet, Europe and China are playing particularly important roles in the global
standardisation process.

1.2

Objectives of this deliverable

In this deliverable we identify the key international standards bodies for 5G, as well as other
associations and fora participating in the global 5G standardisation process and review the work that is
under progress at the various stakeholders. The findings from this deliverable constitute the foundation
for the second deliverable on this subject (D3.4) which will include a comparison of the 5G
standardisation strategies in the EU and China and identify the focus areas in which harmonisation of
5G standards should be addressed.
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2

5G ESSENTIALS

2.1

The technical needs for 5G

While existing 3GPP technologies are capable of meeting today’s needs, the evolution of the Internet
sets new requirements:
•

Data consumption continues to grow as consumers make more use of mobile broadband
services.

•

The “Internet of Things” will result in billions of connected devices.

•

New (and unforeseen) users and applications of 3GPP technologies continue to emerge (e.g.,
public safety and automotive).

•

There is a constant demand to improve spectrum and energy efficiency and to leverage the
benefits of modern research.

•

LTE is a mature technology; first LTE networks were deployed 8 years ago.

2.2

The three high-level use case families

A key novelty of 5G is that its architecture addresses three distinctively different use case classes:

•

Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB)

•

Massive Machine Type Communications (MMTC)

•

Ultra Reliable, Low Latency Communications (URLLC)

eMBB addresses the need for services offering high-speed access in dense areas (offices, stadiums,
urban centres, etc.), broadband everywhere (suburban, rural, and road networks) and high-speed
mobility (trains, planes, etc.).
MMTC supports the development of the Internet of Things, for instance in Smart City applications,
and sensor networks in general.
URLLC is for critical applications such as emergency communications, automated traffic control and
driving, industrial controls, and the tactile Internet, just to mention a few.
Typical applications falling into the different classes are depicted inError! Reference source not
found. Figure 1.
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Figure 1: IMT-2020/5G use cases and applications1

2.3

5G performance targets

Initially developed as part of the IMT-2020, the International Telecommunications Union (ITU)
initiative to define the next-generation mobile telecommunication system (Figure 2), the performance
targets for 5G were eventually updated and refined as follows:

1

•

1000 times higher mobile data volume per geographical area  10 Mbits/s/m2

•

10 to 100 times more connected devices,  1 million connections per square kilometre

•

10 to 100 times higher typical user data rate  100 Mbits/s downlink, 50 Mbits/s uplink

•

20 times higher peak data rate  20 Gbits/s downlink, 10 Gbits/s uplink

•

Improved peak spectral efficiency  30 bits/Hz downlink, 15 bits/Hz uplink

•

100 times better energy efficiency

•

10 times lower end-to-end latency  < 1 ms for URLLC, 4 ms for eMBB

Source: ITU-R M.2083-0 (09/2015)
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Figure 2: IMT-2020 key performance targets2

2.4

When will 5G be ready?

2020 is the headline date for 5G. This date was chosen more for political- rather than technicalreasons. It also happens to coincide with the Olympic Games in Japan, which will take place in July
2020.
However, there is a push to bring the date forward. There are various reasons, including the:
•

Mobile Operator rush “to be the first”

•

Winter Olympic Games in South Korea in February 2018

•

Rugby World Cup to be held in Japan in September 2019

In Europe, early deployments of pre-standard equipment are foreseen to take place in 2018. In 2020,
commercial 5G services should be launched in at least one major city in all European Union Members
States and, by 2025, 5G should be available in all urban areas and along main transport paths.
In China, large-scale trials are scheduled for 2018, and commercial deployments are supposed to
commence in 20203.

2.5

5G Barriers to success

5G combines very ambitious performance targets with a whole new set of architectural features such
as network virtualisation and mobile edge computing, a new physical layer concept including massive

2

Source: ITU-R M.2083-0 (09/2015)

3

http://www.lightreading.com/mobile/5g/china-mobile-to-deploy-10000-5g-basestations-by-2020/d/d-id/738307
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MIMO and millimetre wave transmission, and a market/application model embracing virtually all
industrial segments.
For 5G to be successful, it is essential that the telecommunication industry engages with other industry
sectors, commonly referred to as the ‘Verticals’ such as transport, energy, healthcare, mining and
exploration, agriculture, aviation, entertainment, factory automation, just to name a few.
ICT Standards bodies must therefore collaborate with Standards Bodies from other sectors. Within
each Government, 5G-related activities should be coordinated across all ministries (e.g., transport,
health, industry etc.) and not just within a communications or ICT ministry. Current regulatory
provisions have to be reviewed and, if necessary, updated, especially where they affect market
conditions.

2.6

5G – Key messages

The key takeaway messages for 5G are:
•

It addresses widely varying use cases.

•

It supports widely varying performance requirements.

•

It is less about connecting people than about connecting things.

•

No single technology will satisfy all of these requirements.

•

These requirements will not all be met at the same point in time.

•

A global standardisation effort is required to make 5G a success
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3

3GPP (THIRD GENERATION PARTNERSHIP PROJECT)

The essential responsibility for defining the 5G standard lies with the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP).
The 3GPP was formed in 1998 by ETSI and several other regional standards developing organisations
(SDOs 4 ) with the objective to develop a common third-generation (3G) mobile communications
system for Europe, Asia and North America.
To cope with the growing demand for wireless services work on a next-generation standard, LTE (4G)
was started in the mid-2000s. 3GPP Rel. 8, which was finalised at the end of 2008, was the first 4G
standard. Initial studies on 5G commenced at the end of 2015.

3.1

3GPP and the 5G ecosystem

At the core of the 3GPP are the seven Organisational Partners, SDOs from Europe, North America,
and Asia, which determine the general policy and strategy of the 3GPP. In addition, there are
numerous Market Representation Partners which offer market advice to the 3GPP and to bring into the
3GPP a consensus view of market requirements (e.g., services, features and functionality) falling
within the 3GPP scope. A third group, the Observers, consists of SDOs who have the qualifications to
become future Organisational Partners. Owing to the complexity of 5G, the 3GPP also maintains a
large number of liaisons with special interest groups and standardisation initiatives and projects. The
following Figure 3 depicts the ecosystem of the 3GPP and 5G.

ITU-R/T

3GPP Ma rket Pa rtners

Di rect
Requirements

Cross reference

Requirements
vi a
Member
contri butions

Reference to
3GPP specs

SDO Pa rtners
govern the project
& tra ns pose 3GPP
s pecs locally

5G Projects

EU

Japan

Korea

China

Termi nal certification
ba s ed on 3GPP s pecs

North America

Figure 3: 3GPP and the 5G ecosystem5

4

In the context of standardisation varying terms with identical meaning are used with the acronym SDO

5

Source : http://www.etsi.org/
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3.2

5G Use cases and requirements addressed by 3GPP

Figure 4: 5G use cases and requirements addressed by 3GPP 6

In the first step, the 3GPP will address the Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) use case and define
certain elements of the Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC) functionality.
At a later stage, Massive Machine Type Communication (MMTC) elements will be defined, and more
comprehensive Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communications functionality will be added, as
demonstrated in Figure 4.
To meet these requirements, the 3GPP will specify:
•

A new radio interface (5G NR)

•

An evolved LTE radio interface (5G NR)

•

A new core network (NextGen)

•

An evolved LTE core network (EPC)

3.3

3GPP 5G building blocks

The 3GPP is specifying a complete 5G system description, using building blocks from other SDOs
where appropriate. ETSI, for instance, is already developing significant building blocks that will form
cornerstones of 5G, such as:

6

•

Network Functions Virtualisation (ISG NFV)

•

Open Source NFV Management and Orchestration software stack (OSG OSM)

•

Mobile Edge Computing (ISG MEC)

•

Millimetre Wave Transmission (ISG mWT)

•

Next Generation Protocols (ISG NGP)

Source : www.itu.int
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•

Mobile/Broadcast Convergence (ISG MBC)

•

Use of whitespace spectrum, Spectrum Sharing (licensed and unlicensed) (TC RRS)

•

Quantum Safe Cryptology (ISG QSC)

•

Energy Efficiency (TC EE)

•

Use of Satellites in 5G (TC SES)

3.4

3GPP pre-5G Activities

Already in Releases 13 and 14, certain features were completed that are addressing 5G objectives:
•

Radio (Examples)
o

Proximity Services Enhancement (13, 14)

o

Internet of Things RATs (NB-IoT, enhanced LTE, EC-GSM-IoT) (13)

o

LTE Carrier Aggregation Enhancement (13,©3GPP14)2012

o

Support for V2V services based on LTE sidelink (14)

o

•

3.5

Ongoing further enhancement of LTE and evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast
Service (eMBMS) (13, 14)
System (Examples)
o

Cellular Internet of Things System Enhancements (13)

o

Dedicated Core Networks (13), Enhanced Dedicated Core Networks (14)

o

User Plane and Control Plane Separation (14)

o

Support for Virtual Network Function (Management and Operation) (14)

o

Broadband Mission Critical applications – Video and Data (14)

3GPP 5G Timeline

3GPP will specify:
•

A “Phase 1” release of specifications sufficient to enable early 5G launch in 2018 (Release 15)

•

A “Phase 2” release of specifications containing a complete 5G system description to enable
5G launch in 2020 (Release 16)

Phase 1 will focus primarily on the eMBB use case, with some aspects of mission-critical
communications also supported. Broadband access is the mainstay of mobile operators' business with
proven customer demand. Prioritizing eMBB will expedite early deployment by operators with
ambitious launch schedules. Phase 1 corresponds to 3GPP Release 15, which is scheduled to freeze in
mid-2018. The first commercial networks could be operational from 2019. The current view in 3GPP
is to prioritize the non-standalone architecture with the option of reusing EPC or deploying NGC
(Next generation Core) for Phase 1. However, the stand-alone architecture could also be used if ready
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in time. Note that the first implementable 5G New Radio specification has been finalized in December
20177.
Phase 2 corresponds to Release 16, currently scheduled to freeze at the end of 2019. It will introduce
new features related to mMTC and URLLC services, as well as updates and enhancements to Release
15 capabilities. Release 16 is likely to be the version of 5G submitted to the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) for approval as an IMT-2020 technology. Phase 2 networks will be
based the new 5G core, known as standalone (SA) mode. Figure 5 below better demonstrates the
3GPP’s 5G timeline.

Figure 5: 3GPP 5G timeline8

7

http://www.3gpp.org/news-events/3gpp-news/1931-industry_pr_5g

8

Source: www.netmanias.com
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4 ETSI (EUROPEAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS STANDARDS
INSTITUTE)
4.1

ETSI’s position in 5G standardisation

Introduction:
The major part of the 5G standardisation work will be done in the 3GPP9, in particular:
•

•

Radio access technology for submission to IMT-2020 including
•

4G/5G radio integration

•

Spectrum bands covering <6Ghz and >6Ghz

Core network technology for submission to IMT-2020 including
•

Network Slicing

•

Fixed-Mobile Integration

5G is expected to integrate non-3GPP access technologies, such as Wi-Fi, wireline, and non-terrestrial
wireless networks, such as satellite or high-altitude platform station (HAPS) based networks.
Several other organisations (including ETSI) are developing potential building blocks of an overall 5G
system, and ETSI interacts with many of these.
Whilst there is a wide variety of use cases driving 5G, and a variety of priorities and timescales across
various industrial and governmental stakeholders, standardisation is primarily industry-driven,
reflecting business opportunities.

4.2

Industry sectors and ETSI

5G intends to meet the needs of several new market segments; consolidated requirements from these
segments need to be properly captured. ETSI can facilitate this capturing of requirements as its
membership includes companies and institutions from most if not all industry sectors.
ETSI will consider increasing the representation of these industry sectors’ companies and associations
in the 5G standardisation process and reaching out to other sectors that are not currently represented in
ETSI.

4.2.1

Engagement of industry sectors - as users - in 5G standardisation

Examples of industry users of 5G communication systems include:

9

•

Public Safety (blue light): very active in ETSI/3GPP, influential in LTE standards

•

Broadcasting/media delivery: active in ETSI/3GPP, new activity in ISG MBC

ETSI/BOARD/5GCOM(17)018_002
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•

Rail industry: active in ETSI, recent contributor to the 3GPP

•

Automotive industry: active in ETSI, recent contributor to the 3GPP

•

Education: contributions made to the 3GPP via individual members

•

Aerial vehicles (e.g. airplanes, drones): peripheral to the 3GPP (note: a new 3GPP SI on
Aerial Vehicles was approved in March 2017)

•

Health/wellbeing: present in ETSI, but low level of activity/influence

•

Utilities: institutional relationship, no standards influence yet

•

Factory automation: institutional relationship, no standards influence yet

•

Agriculture

•

Exploration, mining

4.3

ETSI contributions to 5G

ETSI has a number of component technologies that will be integrated into future 5G systems, such as
Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV), Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC), Millimetre Wave
Transmission (mWT) and Next Generation Protocols (NGP).
ETSI’s Technical Bodies are providing input to the 3GPP and/or collaborating with the 3GPP. Some
recent contributions to the 3GPP include:
•

User requirements for FRMCS (Future Railway Mobile Communication System), TC RT

•

Satellite /HAPS in 5G, TC SES

•

ITS (V2X) requirements, TC ITS

•

Critical communications requirements, TC TCCE

•

Power, energy and environmental parameters, TC EE

•

IMT, V2X, PPDR, TC ERM

•

Autonomic networking, TC NTECH

•

Network management & operation, ISG NFV

•

NGP activities, ISG NGP

•

Interworking with underlying networks, oneM2M. Interworking between the oneM2M
platform and 3GPP networks is relevant to the 3GPP’s activities on 5G.

More details on relevant TBs and ISGs are provided in chapter 4.5.
It should be noted that some activities ETSI TBs and ISGs, whilst not impacting 5G specifications
directly, will be relevant in the “5G-era”, such as service-level specifications that are independent of,
or applicable to, access technologies.

4.4

ETSI 5G Roadmap

Figure 6 and Figure 7 summarise the various 5G-related activities ongoing ETSI TBs and ISGs and
their timelines.
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Figure 6: ETSI 5G Roadmap - Indicative timeline (view 1)10

Figure 7: ETSI 5G Roadmap - Indicative timeline (view 2)11

10

Source: ETSI BOARD5GCOM(17)018_002

11

Source: ETSI BOARD5GCOM(17)018_002
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4.5
4.5.1

5G activities in ETSI Technical Bodies and Committees
3GPP (Third Generation Partnership Project)

•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

•

The role of 3GPP and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

•

Specifications for a fixed, mobile/wireless and satellite access communication system,
including system architecture, radio access technology(ies) and core network

Specifications for a 5G communication system

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

•

Release 15 (phase 1):
•

December 2017: L1/L2 for common aspects of non-standalone (NSA) and
stand-alone (SA) New Radio (NR)

•

December 2017: NSA higher layers (including components common with
standalone)

•

June 2018: Release 15 freeze, including SA NR

Release 16 (phase 2):
•

•

Related external collaboration
•

4.5.2
•

•

•

ITU-R (e.g. Radio Technology submission to ITU-R for IMT-2020 evaluation)

TC CYBER (Cyber Security)
Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

To ensure the security of the network, devices and infrastructure from inception,
service, improvement and end of life

•

In order to help design a security model, the planned technical solutions and business
models must be understood

The role of TC CYBER and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

It is to be expected that detailed security work will be done within 5G groups

•

TC CYBER can contribute to secure development methodologies, understanding of
the security landscape, similar tools and techniques

•

Understanding of the requirements for security, including authentication, privacy
issues, obligations etc.

•

Helping to design cost effective security in from the start

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

•

End 2019

Provided sufficient support this may become a work item to produce a TR

Related external collaboration
•

Other groups involved in 5G standardisation such as 3GPP, ITU-T, and GSMA
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4.5.3

TC DECT (Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications)

DECT, originally a European technology for short-range cordless telephony is an IMT radio interface.
To better exploit the potential of this technology, TC DECT developed the ‘Ultra Low Energy’ (ULE)
mode, which enables DECT to cover more applications especially in the area of Machine-to-Machine
communications.
•

•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

Continue the evolution of DECT to support 5G use cases

•

Work on low latency, lower power consumption, security update, higher data rate and
improved efficiency

The role of TC DECT and/or its deliverables in 5G standardisation
•

•

•

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

TC DECT considers contributing to the IMT-2020 work of ITU-R during the next 5
years.

•

Technical Report ‘Future evolution’: Mid 2017

•

Technical Specifications ‘DECT2020: Mid 2020

Related external collaboration
•

4.5.4
•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
TC EE has in its responsibility the standards for energy efficiency, including the
energy efficiency of wireless access networks and equipment

The role of TC EE and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

•

ITU-R WP5D

TC EE – Environmental Engineering
•

•

Access technology

The assessment of energy efficiency in 5G communications systems

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

•

The following standards on energy efficiency of wireless access network/equipment
have been published:
•

ES 203 228 “Environmental Engineering (EE); Assessment of mobile
network energy efficiency”

•

ES 202 706 “Environmental Engineering (EE); Metrics and Measurement
Method for Energy Efficiency of Wireless Access Network Equipment”

The above standards will be revised to cover 5G technology
•

The work will be done in cooperation with 3GPP and is expected to be
completed by end 2017

•

Furthermore, TC EE is collaborating with ITU-T SG5 on environmental
requirements for 5G
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4.5.5

ISG ENI – Experiential Network Intelligence

•

Scope of the 5G-related activity

•

The ETSI ISG ENI focuses on improving the operator experience, adding closed-loop
artificial intelligence mechanisms based on context-aware, metadata-driven policies to more
quickly recognize and incorporate new and changed knowledge, and hence, make actionable
decisions. ENI is specifying a set of use cases and a generic technology independent
architecture, for a network supervisory assistant system based on the ‘observe-orient-decideact’ control loop model. This model can assist decision-making systems, such as network
control and management systems, to adjust services and resources offered based on changes in
user needs, environmental conditions and business goals.

•

The role of ISG ENI and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
• Assessment of Networked Experience using Artificial Intelligence in 5G
communications systems

•

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

•

•

•

•

GR on Use Cases for Networked Experience using Artificial Intelligence

•

GR on Requirements for Networked Experience using Artificial Intelligence

Reports and standards expected in 2018:
•

GR/GS on an Architecture for Networked Experience using Artificial
Intelligence

•

GS on Policy-based Context-aware models using Artificial Intelligence

3GPP, MEF (Metro Ethernet Forum), TMF, BBF (Broadband Forum)

TC ERM – EMC and Radio Spectrum Matters
Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

TC ERM addresses a wide range of applications and frequencies, where it can be
expected that at least parts of the TC ERM work will address 5G.

•

In addition TC ERM has two horizontal groups dealing with EMC and Radio Matters,
which may have relations with 5G standardisation activities.

•

Already nowadays discussions have been initiated within ERM Task Groups/Task
Forces/Joint Working Groups related to co-existence/co-operation with/between e.g.
WLAN, SRD, SRR, UWB, PMSE, V2X, WIA, Broadcasting and LTE applications
(also known as 4G). Therefore it can expected that existing deliverables and ongoing
Work Items under TC ERM will have relations to 5G evolution in future as well

The role of TC ERM and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

•

•

Related external collaboration
•

4.5.6

The following reports aim to be published at the end of 2017:

Requirements and specifications for co-existence/co-operation between 5G and other
systems

Expected deliverables and timescales
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•
•

4.5.7
•

Related external collaboration
•

ITU-R SG5 & WPs

•

CEPT/ECC WGFM, WGSE, PT1

•

3GPP

TC HF – Human Factors
Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

•

•

•

•

HF aspects of the IoT

•

User experience in smart cities

•

Accessibility of environments with “invisible” user interfaces

•

New interface technologies and their accessibility issues

Human factors and accessibility topics as well as design support for optimised user
experience remain important cross-sectional topics relevant for many ETSI
standardisation areas

Human Factors aspects of 5G

Several, and ongoing

TC INT – Core Network and Interoperability Testing
Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

•

•

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

4.5.8

The work that TC HF is currently doing, in particular the activities related to
accessibility under Mandates M/376 and M/473, will be equally applicable to and
required for all activities related to 5G. This includes in particular:

The role it would play in a 5G communications system
•

•

Technical Report on radiated emissions requirements up to 40 GHz: End 2018

The main scope of TC INT is to reduce time to market for Core Network Elements
increasing the Quality of Experience (QoE) through test specification for
interoperability, conformance, performance, and benchmarking

The role of TC INT and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

5G will be the next major phase of mobile telecommunications standards beyond the
current 4G standards

•

Pre-standardisation Proof-of-Concept (PoC) will provide feedback to the entire ecosystem to standardise future networks

•

Interoperability and testing of 5G standards will ensure network optimisation and
Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE) from an end-user’s
perspective

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

Core Network Testing Specification under 3GPP mandate
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•

EG 203 341 document Approaches for Testing Adaptive Networks, June 2016
•

•

Related external collaboration
•

4.5.9
•

•

•

Cooperation with other SDOs (ITU, IETF) and other organisations (GSMA) allow to
operators, network players and academy to share best practices for the whole industry.

ISG IP6 – IPv6 Integration
Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

ETIS ISG IP6 is addressing the transition from IPv4 to IPv6, which will support the
sustainability and growth of the Internet and enable it to cater for the new
technologies based on it

•

ETSI ISG IP6 has the ambition to define best practices, garner support and create
awareness of the impact of IPv6 on critical infrastructure and on emerging topics such
as Cloud Computing, IoT (Internet of Things), SDN/NFV (Software Defined
Networking/Network Function Virtualisation) and 5G

The role of ISG IP6 and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

•

A definition of a framework of testing principles and guidelines that may be
used to test networks that exhibit autonomous, adaptive behaviour, which
allows them to dynamically change their configuration, structure or
operational parameters

Analyses the deployment, the objectives, the technology guidelines, the step-by-step
process, the benefits, the risks, the challenges and the milestones on the possible
impact of IPv6 on 5G and IoT deployments, including: M2M, Energy, Smart city and
Transportation deployments

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

IPv6-Based 5G Mobile Wireless Internet Deployment of IPv6-Based 5G Mobile
Wireless Internet

•

IPv6-based Internet of Things Deployment of IPv6-based Internet of Things

•

To be published in 2017-Q2

Related external collaboration
•

Emerging 5G and IoT initiatives around the word, such as: ETSI SmartM2M, 3GPP,
IETF, ITU-T, IEEE, OneM2M, IPv6 Forum, AIOTI

4.5.10 TC ITS – Intelligent Transport Systems
•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

•

Vehicle connectivity

The role of TC ITS and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

Under the assumption that 5G is a concept encompassing new and existing radio
systems in a common framework, existing deliverables and ongoing work items on
V2X connectivity would provide a component of an overall 5G concept
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•

Expected deliverables and timescales

•

Related external collaboration
•

3GPP

4.5.11 TC LI – Lawful Interception
•

•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

Development of a suite of standards that allow ETSI standards to support industry
compliance to the requirements of national and international law. The role of TC LI in
these partnerships is in the development and publication of control and handover
interfaces, and of rules for the delivery of technology specific interception or retained
data

•

Capturing the requirements of users (law enforcement agencies) and translating those
into requirements to be applied to technical specifications

The role of TC LI and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

•

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

•

Support for LI, RD and other

TC LI will continue to monitor the requirements regarding Lawful Interception (LI),
Retained Data (RD) and other related LEA Support items as they arise and will
manage these with the various 5G related bodies

Related external collaboration
•

3GPP

4.5.12 ISG MBC – Mobile and Broadcast Convergence
•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

•

The role of MBC ISG and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

•

ISG MBC will specify the requirements supporting delivery of media including linear
and non-linear elements over converged networks; these requirements will be
submitted to relevant standardisation bodies, including those standardizing 5G
communications systems

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

•

ISG MBC group will develop use cases and commercial requirements enabling future
wireless networks to deliver more efficiently mass market broadcast services to
mobile devices. Delivering both linear and non-linear media over converged networks
will create appealing services and be very beneficial to existing standardisation work
ongoing in the area of eMBMS in the 3GPP as well as future 5G standards

A Group Report, due in May 2017

Related external collaboration
•

3GPP, NGMN, MVA, DVB, ETNO, EU – 5G PPP, DG-CONNECT
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4.5.13 ISG MEC – Multi-Access Edge Computing
•

•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

ISG MEC is a key enabler for a significant number of key 5G use cases as defined, for
example, by NGMN and 3GPP SA

•

Moreover, with a scope now expanded to consider multi-access edge computing, ISG
MEC is positioned as a key contributor in fixed-mobile integration

The role of ISG MEC and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

•

•

Much as NFV complements other activities by defining NFV architecture and APIs
for management of NFV infrastructure, ISG MEC defines architecture and APIs for
management of MEC compute infrastructure. Additionally, ISG MEC defines APIs
for several key services which are believed to be widely adopted in the future –
examples are Radio Network Information Service (RNIS) and Location Service

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

MEC architecture – completed

•

Completed MEC metrics, best practices and guidelines deliverable

•

APIs specification – Release 1 nearing completion. Multiple Releases planned

•

PoCs – in progress

Related external collaboration
•

3GPP

•

NFV

•

Emerging 5G groups around IoT and MEC: OFC (Open Fog Consortium), OEC
(Open Edge Consortium), SCF (Small Cell Forum)

4.5.14 TC MSG – Mobile Standards Group
•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

•

The role of TC MSG and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

•

Harmonised Standards to be used for presumption of conformity for 5G equipment

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

•

TC MSG along with its joint task force with ERM, ERM/MSG TFES is responsible
for the development of European Harmonised Standards (HS) for technologies
including GSM (and its evolutions) and IMT systems i.e. for all IMT family
technologies

Once the work on requirement specification for 5G takes form in the 3GPP, MSG and
TFES intend to create corresponding work items to produce harmonised standards and
relevant technical specifications for 5G (IMT) technologies

Related external collaboration
•

3GPP
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4.5.15 ISG mWT – mm Wave Transmission
•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

•

The role of ISG mWT and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

•

Facilitate the use of the V-band (57-66 GHz), the E-band (71-76 & 81-86 GHz) and in
the future higher frequency bands (from 50 GHz up to 300 GHz) for large volume
applications in the back-hauling and front-hauling to support mobile network
implementation

Wireless backhaul and front-haul serving the requirements of 5G in terms of capacity,
topology, latency and any other technical or network feature

Expected deliverables and timescales
1. Analysis of the worldwide usage of spectrum above 6 GHz for backhaul and fronthaul – completed. Review and update of the WI continue to capture changes of
situations that is constantly evolving
2. Definition of applications and use cases of wireless backhaul and front-haul, and
review and update of the WI continue to capture changes of situations that is
constantly evolving
3. Study of new frequency bands above 90 GHz – work in progress
4. Holistic view on how to use the spectrum for backhaul and front-haul
5. Coexistence and services sharing studies for the frequency bands in which both fixed
services and access services may be foreseen by WRC

•

Related external collaboration
•

ITU-R WP5C

4.5.16 ISG NFV – Network Functions Virtualisation
•

•

•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

ETSI ISG NFV has defined the reference architecture for NFV which is/will be used
as baseline architecture for 5G* networks

•

The ISG acts as a focal point for network virtualisation technologies

•

Strong collaboration with other SDOs, open-source projects, and industry forums to
ensure NFV will deliver deployable solutions for 5G

The role of ISG NFV and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

Baseline architecture for 5G networks*

•

Strong commitment to addressing 5G requirements and use cases

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

Phase 1 completed in January 2015
•

Set the foundational concepts for NFV and created a common framework
which has been widely shared in the industry
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•

•

•

Phase 2: Release 2 is completed in its Stage 2 (end 2016)
•

Focuses on enabling interoperability between the different components of an
NFV system

•

Includes studies relevant to 5G (on SDN/NFV framework, alternative
virtualisation technologies, NFVI nodes, security…)

Phase 3: Release 3 and Stage 3 specifications for Release 2 (planned to be completed
by mid-2018)
•

Focuses on matters addressing network service automation

•

Include studies directly related to 5G (NFV constructs for network slicing,
multi-domain issues…)

•

Ongoing work on the Stage 3 (essentially, data models) specifications

Related external collaboration
•

3GPP

•

Coordination forum on the alignment of Information Models with most relevant SDOs
and open-source projects

•

IETF (through the NFVRG)

4.5.17 ISG NGP - Next Generation Protocols
•

Scope of the 5G-related activity

•

ETSI ISG NGP is intended to identify the requirements for next generation ICT protocols and
where appropriate, network architectures, from all interested user and industry groups. The
goal is to formulate a series of Group Specifications which focus on documenting the state of
the art in future Internet research and proposals, recap what issues those proposals try to
resolve and which requirements they try to meet and identify where the shortcoming exist or
are likely to emerge. The scope also includes describing the requirements of evolving access
network technologies and identify which communities appear to be already working on such
new requirements and could be important stakeholders to engage or coordinate with and
identify any gaps

•

The role of ISG NGP and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems

•

•

Identification of opportunities for improved throughput, reduced latency, enhanced
security, reduced power consumption and more deterministic networking through the
adoption of new or enhanced protocols and network architectures

•

To stimulate action in Internet and Telecoms SDOs to develop network protocols that
can sustain 5G scenarios

Expected deliverables and timescales
1. White Paper outlining the opportunities for enhanced networking performance
through an evolution of network protocols and architectures - includes mobile network
requirements and use cases (06/16)
2. Group Specification on NGP Scenarios - specify the minimum set of key scenarios for
the NGP ISG and SDOs to evaluate new network architectures and protocols against
(11/16)
3. Group Specification on NGP Self-Organizing Control & Management Planes -
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proposal for self-organizing characteristics; include self-configuration, selfoptimisation, self-protection, self-healing and self-learning (Q2/17)
4. Group Specifications on NGP Reference Model (Q2 17) and Requirements (Q2 17)
5. Group Recommendations on Identity Oriented Networking (Q3 17) and Packet
Routing Technologies (Q2 17)
•

Related external collaboration
•

Presentations delivered to ICANN and to WWRF 5G Huddle

•

Presentation NGP workshops/presentations at SDN/NFV world congress (10/16),
MPLS/NFV/SDN World (3/17), NFV World Congress (5/17)

•

On-going discussions with GSMA

•

Liaisons to 3GPP, IAB (IETF) , ITU-T and ISO/IEC

•

Formal engagement with Internet community

4.5.18 TC NTECH –Network Technologies
•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

•

•

•

As per TC NTECH ToR, the missions of this TC include being a competence centre in
future network technologies

The role of TC NTECH and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

TC NTECH develops reports and specifications on autonomic networking, a
technology that is likely to be relevant to 5G networks

•

TC NTECH develops specification on emergency communications in configurations
where the voice service provider is independent from the access network provider.
This might be relevant to 5G networks

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

A Technical Report on the instantiation of the Generic Autonomic Network
Architecture (GANA) model on 3GPP core and backhaul networks was published end
of 2016 (TR 103 404). It can serve as a guide to design 5G core networks with built-in
autonomic capabilities, as mentioned in the ETSI White Paper #16 on GANA

•

A Technical report on the evolution of the GANA reference model to take into
account emerging technologies such as Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and
Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV)

•

A specification of the protocols required on the interfaces of the functional
architecture for emergency caller location determination and transport, in support of
European Commission (EC) Mandate M/493

Related external collaboration
•

3GPP

4.5.19 oneM2M
•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
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•

•

•

•

oneM2M is a major initiative working on IoT service layer standards, and oneM2M
architecture and protocols have been designed based on industry driven use cases and
requirements for IoT

•

5G is intended to meet the communication needs of various new IoT markets, in a
multinetwork integrated environment

•

Ideally 5G should become the IoT Integrated Multi Service Network for wide range of
IoT applications

The role of oneM2M and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

OneM2M is the only standard “de jure” offering an integrating framework for vertical
and proprietary solution, to support an horizontal multi-network and multi-service
layer enablement for 5G (Covering domains such as ; home, Smart Cities, ITS,
Industrial, etc)

•

oneM2M is ideally placed to support the 5G vision through providing or collaborating
on requirements and IoT use cases

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

OneM2M Release 2 documentation (available at www.oneM2M.org and republished
by ETSI), Full set of communications, interworking framework inclusive of semantic
interoperability

•

oneM2M release 3 extensions (end 2017)

Related external collaboration
•

3GPP, BBF, ITU-T, CEN, CENELEC, ETSI TC SmartM2M, 5GAA

4.5.20 ISG QSC – Quantum Safe Cryptography
•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

•

•

Create and select cryptographic techniques that are resistant to attack by nextgeneration quantum computers

The role of ISG QSC and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

Quantum Safe Cryptography is fundamentally the security approach to nextgeneration computing. A growing interest in QSC is expected as the industry
anticipates future security needs of 5G

•

QSC may be extremely appropriate for certain components of the new 5G architecture

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

Work Items so far:
•

Quantum safe algorithmic framework

•

Cryptographic primitive characterisation

•

Cryptographic primitive suitability assessment

•

Quantum safe threat assessment

QSC completed this work in April 2017, and the results were fed into TC CYBER for further
development of normative specifications.
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4.5.21 TC RRS – Reconfigurable Radio Systems
•

•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

Licensed Shared Access and TV White Space based spectrum sharing provide new
spectrum usage paradigms for future applications

•

A Software Reconfiguration Ecosystem is defined with a focus on Technical, Security
and Regulation solutions. It will enable future flexibility in 5G related systems

•

Feasibility study on a Radio Interface Engine, which will address efficient context
information acquisition and the management of a heterogeneous radio environment

The role of TC RRS and/or it’s deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

•

•

Technical Specifications and European Norms for technology definition

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

Licensed Shared Access related work completed end 2016

•

Mobile Device reconfiguration related work was finalised H1 2017

•

Future evolution of software reconfiguration is ongoing

•

Future work on the Radio Interface Engine is ongoing

Related external collaboration
•

3GPP

4.5.22 TC RT - Rail Telecommunications
•

•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

Standardisation related to voice, data services and other applications over broadband
and narrowband air interfaces for the Rail Transportation domain.

•

Collection of requirements from relevant stakeholders from the Rail Transportation
domain, including urban, suburban, regional, long distance for Professional Mobile
Radio Access systems.

•

Contribution to standards development to allow for taking into account these
additional specific requirements.

The role of TC RT and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

•

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

•

Consider benefits expected from Rail in some of the promised added benefits of 5G in
terms of high speed mobility handling, security, extremely low access times and
latency, which would enable enhanced critical communications systems (in particular
for smart transport systems).

Specification of interfaces that will allow interworking between GSM-R and various
access technologies aimed at being developed for Next Generation radio for Rail
(NG2R)

Related external collaboration
•

3GPP/ UIC/ ERA
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4.5.23 SAGE – Security Algorithms Group of Experts
•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

•

The role of SAGE and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

•

Specify standardised cryptographic algorithms for 5G

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

•

Cryptographic algorithms used in 5G

Algorithm specifications, including test data, delivered to 3GPP SA3 and formulated
as 3GPP technical Specifications.

Related external collaboration
•

3GPP SA3; possible informative liaison with GSMA FASG

4.5.24 TC SCP – Smart Card Platform
•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

Enhancement of UICC specifications to support new requirements and markets of 5G
•

•

•

•

Make sure that the tethering between the satellite and the gateway is secure
(secure pairing, etc.)

•

Make sure that the satellite device and its identity are safe

•

Secure all or part of the communication between a satellite device and a
gateway

•

Create end-to-end secure channels between devices (satellite or gateway) and
remote servers

•

Authenticate the user (any method, including biometry)

Use of UICC technology in 5G

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

•

While it is not foreseen that each and every Thing in the IoT will contain subscription
credentials and while that Thing may only be a satellite device connected to a gateway
device (which would be holding the subscription credentials), UICC technology may
be used to:

The role of TC SCP and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

•

e.g. flexibility in the choice of form factors for IoT; support of other electrical
interfaces; tighter timing requirements and lower latency in 5G systems; new
modes of operation for IoT

TC SCP has customer organisations, in particular 3GPP, and intends to further
develop its specifications with a view to meet upcoming 5G-related requirements.

Related external collaboration
•

3GPP
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4.5.25 TC SES – Satellite Earth Stations and Systems
•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

•

The role of TC SES and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

•

The integration of satellite/HAPS systems in 5G communications systems

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

•

Standardisation relating to all types of satellite communication systems, services and
applications

Technical Report - « Seamless integration of satellite and/or HAPS (High Altitude
Platform Station) systems into 5G system ». It aims at identifying:
•

5G systems architecture integrating satellite and/or HAPS systems
(communication and/or navigation) for relevant use cases.

•

the necessary related standardisation activities in 3GPP and ETSI

•

The TR is expected to be presented to relevant 3GPP groups

•

TC SES intends to pursue new work items related to the role of satellites in 5G

Related external collaboration
•

3GPP (LS regarding the TR)

•

ITU

4.5.26 SmartM2M
•

•

•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

Ontologies and related testing in the 5G IoT environment

•

Build and support community building in the European context for 5G IoT service
layer

•

Bridge the needs for 5G IOT between European Institution and stakeholders toward s
oneM2M and ETSI in the service layer enablement context.

The role of SmartM2M and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

Standardise and provide test suites for the ontologies in different domains, based on
oneM2M as communication framework and SAREF as ontology methodology and
definitions

•

Support stakeholders and community with 5G IoT related analysis

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

Communication framework and ontology for Smart Appliances (oneM2M based)
November 2015

•

Extension to Home Energy and building environments (end 2015)

•

Further extension foreseen in 2018 (Agriculture, Automotive, e-health, e-wellness,
wearable, industrial domain
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•
•

Landscape and gap analysis for IoT (completed October 2016)

Related external collaboration
•

oneM2M, AIOTI, EEbus, Energy@home, CEN, Cenelec

4.5.27 TC STQ - Speech and multimedia Transmission Quality
•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

•

TC STQ is currently progressing in several areas including, but not limited to,
wideband and ‘super-wideband’ speech communication and multimedia in hands-free
and video phone applications, and will tackle any necessary items as they arise in a
5G context, and will manage these in collaboration with the various 5G related bodies

The role of TC STQ and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

Ensuring speech and multimedia transmission quality

•

Expected deliverables and timescales

•

Related external collaboration

4.5.28 TC TCCE - TETRA and Critical Communications Evolution
•

Scope of the 5G-related activity
•

•

The role of TC TCCE and/or its deliverables in standardisation of 5G communications
systems
•

•

5G has some promised added benefits in terms of security, very low access times and
latency, which would enable enhanced critical communications systems (in particular
some utilities like electricity generation need very fast call access for telemetry)

Expected deliverables and timescales
•

•

TC TCCE’s scope is to develop critical communications solutions specifications to
meet the needs of public safety, PPDR, utilities etc., and TCCE is presently working
closely with 3GPP on making LTE suitable for the special requirements of critical
communications users

Specification of interfaces that will allow interworking between TETRA and other
LMR solutions and LTE

Related external collaboration
•

3GPP

•

TETRA and Critical Communications Association (TCCA), the primary critical
communications vertical partner
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5

5G STANDARDISATION ACTIVITIES IN CHINA

5.1

CCSA (China Communications Standards Association)

The CCSA is the national unified standardisation organisation in the field of ICT in China. It was
established in 2002 by the Chinese Ministry of Information Industry (MII)12. The membership of the
CCSA is open to corporate bodies only, including R&D institutes, design institutes, manufacturers,
operators, universities and other companies. CCSA closely interacts with the Standardization
Administration of the People’s Republic of China (SAC), the body in charge of Chinese National
Standards.
The overall organisational structure of the CCSA is shown in Figure 8 below.

Figure 8: CCSA organisational structure13

The CCSA comprises ten Technical Committees (TCs) and six Special Task (ST) groups (Table 1 &
Table 2).

12

In 2008, the MII was superseded by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT)

13

Source: https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/RegionalPresence/AsiaPacific/SiteAssets/Pages/Events/2017/Oct2017CIIOT/CIIOT/1.Session1-2 Introduction of CCSA-赵世卓
V2.pdf
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Technical Committee
TC1

TC3

TC4

TC5

TC6

TC7

TC8

Internet and Application Technology

Network and Service Capability

Communication Power Supply &
Station Operational Environment

Wireless Communications

Transport Networks and Access
Networks

Network Management and Operation
Support

Network and Information Security
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Work
Group

Subject

WG1

Management / General

WG2

Services and Applications

WG3

Source Coding

WG4

Data Center

WG5

Cloud Computing

WG6

Big Data and Blockchain

WG1

Management / General

WG2

Signalling and Protocols

WG3

New Network Technologies

WG4

Network Service Capability

WG1

Communication Power Supply

WG2

Communications Equipment Room
Environment

WG3

Wireless LAN and Wireless Access

WG5

Wireless Security and Encryption

WG6

Frontier Wireless Technology

WG8

Radio Spectrum

WG9

Wireless for Mobile Communications

WG10

Satellite and Microwave Communications

WG11

Wireless Network Equipment

WG12

Mobile Communications Core Network

WG1

Transport Networks

WG2

Access and Home Networks

WG3

Wired Communications

WG4

Optical components

WG1

Wireless communication management

WG2

Transport, Bearer, and Access Network
Management

WG3

ICT Service Management and Operation

WG1

Wired Network Security

WG2

Wireless Network Security

WG3

Security Management

WG4

Security infrastructure
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TC9

TC10

TC11

Electromagnetic Environment and
Safety Protection

Internet of Things

Mobile Internet Applications and
Terminals

WG1

Electromagnetic Compatibility of Telecom
Equipment

WG2

Safeguard against Lighting Strike of Telecom
System and Environmental Adaptation

WG3

Electromagnetic Radiation and Safety

WG1

Management / General

WG2

Applications

WG3

Networks

WG4

Perception Extension

WG1

Management / General

WG2

Service Platforms and Applications

WG3

Terminals

Table 1: CCSA Technical Committees and Working Groups

Special Task Group
ST2

Energy Conservation and integrated Utilization for Communication Devices

ST3

Emergency Communications

ST4

Telecom Infrastructure Co-constructing and Sharing

ST7

Quantum Communications and Information Technology

ST8

Industrial Internet

ST9

Navigation and Location Services
Table 2. CCSA Special Task Groups

5G-related standardisation activities are predominantly conducted in TC5 (Wireless Communications)
and led by WG914.
The CCSA contributes to the global standardisation of 5G through its memberships in 3GPP, the ITU,
and other international initiatives and organisations. Furthermore, it collaborates with the SDOs of
Japan and Korea within the CJK (China Japan Korea) group.
A recent article15 quotes a 2017 research report by the Chinese Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology (MIIT): “Having learned the lesson from promoting its own standard in 3G (i.e., TDSCDMA), China is now highly determined to support global compatibility in 5G. Since high
frequencies will likely be officially adopted by the ITU as part of 5G spectrum, and the U.S. and

14

http://www.ccsa.org.cn/article_new/show_article.php?categories_id=bd9e5912-b7da-4a84-b6ce44b1bfae9bd5&article_id=cyzx_399a31bd-0ac3-9886-f700-5a3726b6b3b1
15

https://www.fiercewireless.com/wireless/china-predicts-equipment-makers-to-be-biggest-winners-5g-revenue
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Korea will likely lead the way in adopting millimetre-wave technology, China will continue to closely
study high frequencies for possible future adoption”.

5.2

IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion Group

The IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion Group was established in 2013 by the MIIT, the National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), and the Ministry of Science and Technology
(MOST). It is the major platform to promote 5G research in China. Its members include the leading
operators, vendors, universities, and research institutes in the field of mobile communications. While
initially only open to Chinese members, foreign companies such as Ericsson, Nokia, Samsung,
Qualcomm, NTT DoCoMo, and Keysight have been allowed to join the group in the meantime. The
organisation comprises eleven16 Working Groups (Figure 9).

Figure 9: IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion Group organisational structure17

Working Groups’ charters and responsibilities:
•

Requirements WG: Requirements and solutions of integration of 5G and vertical industries,
definition of trials and demonstrations, and promotion of 5G applications.

In some representations the Wireless and Networking Technology Work Groups are merged and shown as “Technology
WG”, and the ITU, 3GPP, and IEEE WGs are merged and shown as “Standardisation WG”
16

17

Source: http://www.imt-2020.org.cn/en/category/65573
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•

Spectrum WG: Spectrum related topics.

•

Technology WG: 5G key technologies, network architecture, and system framework

•

C-V2X WG: V2X key technologies, planning and execution of V2X trials, promotion of CV2X industrialisation and application. This group is open to participation for foreign
companies.

•

Trial WG: Organisation of 5G Technology R&D Trials, definition of test specifications,
testing, analysing and summarizing test results. This group is open to participation for foreign
companies.

•

Standardisation WGs: Participate in international standards organisations (ITU, 3GPP, IEEE,
etc.).

•

IPR WG: IPR issues and relevant policies.

•

International Cooperation WG: Cooperation with international 5G consortia (5G PPP, 5G
Forum, 5GMF, NGMN, etc.)

.
Acknowledging that the extensive range of performance requirements in different scenarios cannot be
met by utilizing a single technology the IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion Group defines the 5G concept as
“One iconic KPI + A group of key technologies”. While the Group promotes a globally unified 5G
standard it expects non-3GPP technologies such as future 802.11 WLAN to be tightly integrated with
5G, to jointly provide services to end users.

5.3 5G R&D Program and National Major Projects
In the 13th Five-Year Plan released by the Chinese Government in 2013 it was proposed that China
should actively promote the development of 5G and launch the technology in 2020.
The “Made in China 2025“ plan of 2015 stipulated that China should take a leading role in 5G mobile
communication technology.
National Program 863 which ran during 2014-2015 focused on developing the general technology
foundations for 5G. In the first phase, the wireless and networking key technologies, the network
architecture, and the evaluation and test methodologies were developed.
The second phase addressed soft base station testbeds, millimetre wave indoor access, wireless
network virtualization, RAN and system security, and advanced modulation and coding.
During 2015 and 2016, the 5G National Science and Technology Major Project was executed,
focussing on:
•

Wireless Technology: 5G wireless system prototypes, terminal chipsets, wireless networking
technology.

•

Network and Services: Network slicing, mobility management, virtualisation technologies,
security.

•

Devices, components, and platforms: Channel simulators, terminal emulators, terminal
amplifiers, test instruments

The Major Project was open to domestic and foreign companies registered in China, and many
international companies participated.
Since 2015, China has been conducting a phased 5G Technology R&D Trial. Its main objectives are to
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promote the development of 5G key technologies, to verify and improve 5G technical schemes, and to
support creation of a globally unified 5G standard. The initial timeline was as follows18:
•

Phase 1: Technology R&D trial (2015 - 2018)
o

Step 1: Key technology trial (09/2015 – 09/2016)

o

Step 2: Technology scheme trial (06/2016.6 – 07/2017)

o
•

▪

Wireless technology: Indoor and outdoor performance test, functional test,
and radio frequency test for eMBB, MMTC and URLLC scenarios

▪

Network technology: Network slicing, mobility management, and QoS
management tests

Step 3: System trial (06/2017 – 10/2018)

Phase 2: Product R&D trial (2018 - 2020)

In November 2017 the MIIT issued a notice announcing the start of the third phase of the 5G
Technology R&D trial. In January 2018, the IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion Group held a conference
during which a total of eight specifications for new features and new technology validation
requirements were released19.

5.4 View and Progress on 5G Spectrum
On 5 June 2017 MIIT posted a draft initial 5G spectrum plan in which the 3300-3600 MHz and 48005000 MHz bands were allocated to 5G, with the following restrictions:
•

The 3300-3400 MHz band is intended for indoor use, outdoor deployments may be allowed if
no harmful interference to existing radiolocation service stations is created.

•

In the 3300-3600 MHz band, IMT-2020 systems should not cause interference to Fixed
Satellite Services (FSS) and satellite telemetry systems.

•

In the 4990-5000 MHz band, IMT-2020 systems should not cause interference to radio
astronomy services.

On 15 November, 2018 the MIIT officially confirmed these allocations. These bands will be used as
IMT-2020 operating frequency bands and managed by the National Radio Regulation Authority
(NRRA). Specific regulations for frequency allocation, RF technical parameters and radio station
management will be developed and released in the future.
In addition, it is considered to make 100 MHz of spectrum available from 4400 to 4500 MHz but no
decision has been published so far.
A call for proposals on 5G millimetre wave frequency bands, including 24.75-27.5 GHz, 37-42.5 GHz
bands, and other millimetre wave bands had been published by the MIIT on 8 June 2017.
In the November 2017 announcement, however, millimetre wave bands were not covered. It was

18

Presentation “5G Progress in China”, MIIT, 9 November 2016

19

http://www.imt-2020.org.cn/zh/news/detail/141
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reported20 that a decision has been delayed because of the ongoing dispute on the global harmonisation
of the lower 5G millimetre wave band in which EU and China favour the 24.75-27.5 GHz band while
the United States, Canada, Japan, and South Korea are backing the 28 GHz band.
In contrast to the official roadmap of 3GPP which prioritises enhanced Mobile Broadband, both the
MIIT and the IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion Group demand that enhanced Mobile Broadband and Internet
of Things are essential application fields of 5G and should therefore be studied with the same
priority21.

5.5 5G for Vehicular Communications
While field trials of both 802.11p-based DSRC and C-V2X have been conducted in Shanghai and
other cities, the creation of a C-V2X WG indicates a preference for cellular solutions for future
vehicular communication applications. In 2016, the China Academy of Telecommunication
Technology had advocated the adoption of LTE-V, a TD-LTE (time-division LTE) based solution for
V2X, and the MIIT named V2X one of the core scenarios for 5G in China. The same year, the MIIT
approved the 5905-5925MHz frequency range for LTE-V2X testing and research in China.
On 5 January 2018, China’s National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) issued a draft
Strategy for Innovation and Development of Intelligent Vehicles (“Draft Strategy”) for public
comment. The public consultation was closed on 20 January 2018; as of today results are not known.
Visions set out in the Draft Strategy include that 90% of the highways in China’s big cities will be
covered with LTE–V2X by 2020 and 5G by 202522.
Deployment of 5G New Radio-based V2X technology is foreseen to happen from 2021 on.

5.5.1

Related Standardisation Activities

There are several organisations in China that are involved in the standardisation of Smart
Mobility/Intelligent Transport Systems and therefore have an interest in the specification and
development of 5G technology for these applications. Two prominent organisations are the Telematics
Industry Application Alliance (TIAA) and the China ITS Industry Alliance (C-ITS).

5.5.1.1 TIAA (Telematics Industry Application Alliance)
Established in 2010 by the MIIT, the Ministry of Transport (MOT), the Ministry of Health (MOH),
and the SAC, TIAA’s mission is to promote telematics services, technology innovation, and service
applications of connected vehicle networks. TIAA’s business scope includes vehicle manufacturing,
automotive electronics, automotive software, communication operation, and service integration.
At the 2016 ICT Summit held in Beijing, TIAA and the Future Mobile Communication Forum

20

http://www.21jingji.com/2017/11-16/0MMDEzODFfMTQyMDI0MA.html

21

https://5g-ppp.eu/leading-5g-wireless-associations-discuss-future-roadmap-at-the-first-global-5g-event-in-beijing-china/;
http://5gmf.jp/wp/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/02-Opening-Session-1_Ce-Zhao.pdf

22

https://www.chinalawinsight.com/2018/01/articles/corporate/the-newest-mobile-device-self-driving-cars/
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(FuTURE) jointly released a White Paper on 5G Basic Applications for Smart Connected Vehicles.

5.5.1.2 C-ITS (China ITS Industry Alliance)
Established in September 2013, the China ITS Industry Alliance is a non-profit collaborative platform
for companies and organisations involved in the field of intelligent transportation systems including IT,
telecommunications, and vehicle manufacturers. C-ITS is affiliated with the China Research Institute
of Highway (RIOH) under the Ministry of Transportation.
In January 2018, SAE International (original acronym for “Society of Automotive Engineers”)
announced it had signed a Memo of Understanding (MOU) with the C-ITS to collaborate in
development of standards for V2X technology, automated driving, and mobility on demand.
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6
6.1

OTHER SDOS’ ACTIVITIES RELATED TO 5G
Major international organisations with 5G-related standardisation
activities

The following Table 1 lists the main international SDOs and SIGs. Note: The 5G-related activities of
local SDOs are not covered in this chapter as it is assumed their requirements will be addressed within
their regional organisations that are represented in 3GPP.

Table 3: Main international SDOs and SIGs with 5G-related standardisation activities
(Source: ETSI)

6.2

ITU (International Telecommunication Union)

The ITU is the United Nations specialised agency for information and communication technologies. It
has three main areas of activity organised in ‘Sectors’ which work through conferences and meetings.
The ITU Telecommunication Standardisation Sector (ITU-T) develops international standards for
information and communication technologies known as ITU-T Recommendations.
The ITU Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) shall ensure the rational, equitable, efficient and
economical use of the radio-frequency spectrum by all radiocommunication services, including those
using satellite orbits, and to carry out studies and approve Recommendations on radiocommunication
matters. It is the regulatory arm of ITU.
The ITU Telecommunication Development Sector (ITU-D) fosters international cooperation and
solidarity in the delivery of technical assistance and in the creation, development and improvement of
telecommunication and ICT equipment and networks in developing countries.
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6.2.1

ITU-T

International standards and studies on IMT-2020 networks and systems are conducted by ITU-T Study
Group 13 (SG 13). Its activities cover the standardisation of future networks with the objectives of
service, data, environmental, energy saving and socio-economic awareness. Further studies on this
topic continue in SG13 Working Party 1 (WP 1), addressing:
o

QoS aspects

o

Requirements and architecture;

o

SDN, network slicing and orchestration

o

Emerging network technologies

o

Fixed-mobile convergence

As of June 2017, SG13 had thirteen work items (WIs) on 5G. Work on further thirteen WIs related to
IMT-2020, mostly on signalling requirements and Peer-to-Peer communications, is going on in SG11.
A Focus Group on Machine Learning for Future Networks including 5G was established by SG 13 at
its meeting in Geneva, 6-17 November 2017. The Focus Group will draft technical reports and
specifications for machine learning (ML) for future networks, including interfaces, network
architectures, protocols, algorithms and data formats.
•

WG1 "Use cases, services and requirements"

•

WG2 "Data formats & ML technologies"

•

WG3 "ML-aware network architecture"

The ITU-T IMT-2020 Focus Group on Core networks (not including radio networks) was concluded
in December 2016. It presented deliverables to ITU-T Study Group 13 on “Future networks, with
focus on IMT-2020, cloud computing and trusted network infrastructures” in February 2017, covering:
•

Requirements of IMT-2020 from network perspective)

•

Framework of IMT-2020 network architecture

•

Application of Network softwarisation to IMT-2020

•

Fixed and Mobile Convergence requirements and architecture

•

IMT-2020 Network Management Requirements and Framework

•

Application of information centric networking to IMT-2020

In 2016 WTSA Resolution 93 on “Interconnection of 4G, IMT-2020 networks and beyond” was
passed which focuses on:
•

Encouraging activities within the ITU-T to identify and prioritise the problems related to
achieving interconnection of IP-based networks such as 4G, IMT-2020 (and beyond), and

•

Preparing ITU-T Recommendations (international standards) underscoring network
architectures, roaming principles, numbering issues, charging and security mechanisms as well
as interoperability and conformance testing for interconnection of 4G, IMT-2020 networks
and more.
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So far, ITU-T has published twenty IMT-2020 standards in six domains:
•

Service

•

Data

•

Environment

•

Socio-economic

•

Smart Ubiquitous Net

•

Control Plane

6.2.2

ITU-R

ITU-R Study Group 5 on “Terrestrial Services” conducts work on systems and networks for fixed,
mobile, radiodetermination, amateur and amateur-satellite services.
Within ITU-R SG5, Working Party 5D on “IMT Systems” is responsible for studies on the overall
radio system aspects of the terrestrial component of IMT systems, comprising the current IMT-2000,
IMT-Advanced and IMT-2020. The draft new report on “Minimum requirements related to technical
performance for IMT-2020 radio interface(s)” is being developed by ITU-R WP5D.
Figure 10 depicts the timeline and process for IMT-2020 in ITU-R, and Figure 11 provides a
comparison with the 3G PP timeline.

Figure 10: Detailed timeline and process for IMT-2020 in the ITU-R23

23

Source: https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-R/study-groups/rsg5/rwp5d/imt-2020/Documents/Anticipated-Time-Schedule.pdf
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Figure 11: IMT-2020/5G timelines of the ITU-R and 3GPP24

6.3

IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)

Headquartered in New York City, USA the IEEE is a professional association with more than 420.000
members in over 160 countries. It is a leading standards development organisation in a broad range of
disciplines, including information and communication technologies, electric power and energy,
biomedical technology and healthcare, consumer electronics, transportation, aerospace, and
nanotechnology.
The IEEE also serves as a major publisher of scientific journals and organiser of conferences,
workshops, and symposia.

6.3.1

IEEE 802.11 evolution

Previous generations of IEEE 802.11 focussed on increasing maximum theoretical throughputs; new
generations target new usages and improvement of user experience.
Candidates for inclusion in 5G:
•

24

IEEE 802.11ax
o

Intended to improve efficiency in high-density ‘real-life’ scenarios

o

Four times improvement (compared to IEEE 802.11ac) in the average throughput per
station in a dense deployment scenario

o

Maintaining or improving the power efficiency per station

o

Indoor and outdoor operations at 2.4 and 5 GHz

o

Backward compatibility / coexistence with existing systems in the 2.4 and 5 GHz bands

o

Publication of standard planned for 2018-2019

Source: www.netmanias.com
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•

•

IEEE 802.11ay (60 GHz)
o

Throughput ≥20 Gbits/s, peak transmission at 100 Gbits/s

o

Potential use in the 45 GHz band, as well

o

Improved spatial reuse

o

Backward compatibility / coexistence with existing systems in the band (e.g. IEEE
802.11ad)

o

Improved power efficiency

o

Publication of standard planned for 2020

IEEE AANI (Advanced Access Network Interface)
o

6.3.2

Areas of engagement with 3GPP RAN and SA to be defined

IEEE 5G initiative

The IEEE Future Directions 5G Initiative (http://5g.ieee.org/) strives to aggregate information about
the various endeavours occurring worldwide in order to provide a community of professionals in
industry, academia, and government working to solve the challenges associated with 5G. Through
various outlets, participants in 5G Technical Community can learn and collaborate on the 5G Initiative
that has applications in many industries and markets. Members of the community have access to
extensive resources including publications, videos, articles, interviews, webinars, newsletters,
workshops, and conferences
The initiative is run by a Steering Group and managed by a series of Working Groups, covering areas
such as Publications, Education, Technology Roadmap, Industry Engagement, Conferences and
Events.
Technology Roadmap objectives and time frame:
Near-term (~3 years): Engage with the ecosystem to get a clearer picture on the exact roadmap,
develop a stable version of a working plan to establish the roadmap, draft a white paper based on the
agreed content, and then release a first edition of the table of contents for a comprehensive interactive
IEEE 5G and Beyond Technology Roadmap document.
Mid-term (~5 years): Engage the roadmap working groups to develop the IEEE 5G and Beyond
Technology Roadmap; engage with the wider ecosystem (horizon scanning, interviews, etc.) for input
and perspectives; and synchronise with other 5G activities (standards, education, etc.)
Long-term (~10 years): Track technologies that could impact the telecommunications ecosystem in the
next 10-20 years and update the working document every 12-24 months.
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The first 5G Technology Roadmap was published in October 201725. It addresses the following topics:
•

Applications and Services

•

Hardware

•

Massive multiple input, multiple out (MIMO)

•

Millimetre Wave (mmWave)

•

Edge Automation Platform (EAP)

•

Security

•

Standardisation Building Blocks

•

Testbed

Concerning the development of an actual standard there appears to be little activity yet; for the time
being the IEEE 5G initiative seems to be more of a tracking activity
.

6.4

IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force)

The IETF is a large open international community of network designers, operators, vendors, and
researchers concerned with the evolution of the Internet architecture and the smooth operation of the
Internet.
In the past, the IETF did not announce any “official” 5G effort. There was, however, work ongoing in
several areas with some relevance to 5G, such as:
•

•

•

•

Mobility
o

Work on more distributed approaches to mobility management.

o

Work on Locator/ID Separation Protocol (lisp) and Host Identity Protocol (hip).

Content Distribution and Information Centric Networking
o

The work of the Content Delivery Networks Interconnection (CDNI) WG could be
relevant to 5G depending on how the 5G architecture ends up being defined.

o

Information Centric Networking (ICN) and Content Centric Networking (CCN) are
presently more of “research” topics at the IETF, however some members consider
them as being relevant to 5G

Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualisation (NFV)
o

The IRTF (the research-oriented sister organisation to the IETF) has RGs on both
SDN and NFV

o

The work of Service Function Chaining WG In the IETF may be also of some
relevance

Internet of Things
o

25

Mechanisms to enable IoT at various layers such as work of WGs on IPv6 over
Networks of Resource-constrained Nodes, Routing Over Low power and Lossy

https://5g.ieee.org/images/files/pdf/ieee-5g-roadmap-white-paper.pdf
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networks, Constrained RESTful Environments, Authentication and Authorisation for
Constrained Environments
o

Work of a potential RG at the IRTF on “Thing-to-Thing”

In June 2017, 3GPP and the IETF started discussions on how the organisations could cooperate on 5G.
A number of areas were identified:
•

•

New uses of existing technology
o

Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP). The draft 5G security specification from
SA3 includes the use of this framework.

o

HTTP/2. The revised HTTP standard could be of interest for 5G and IoT applications
generally due to focus on reducing latency and conserving network/server resources.

New technology currently in development
o

Routing-related work (data models, path computation to meet constraints of 5G radio,
routing protocols, and others)

o

Traffic engineering, abstractions, and network management (data models for service
delivery and network management, traffic engineering tools, and others)

o

Deterministic networking (support for applications requiring controlled latency, loss,
jitter, and high reliability within an administrative domain)

o

New UDP-based transport protocol QUIC
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7

5G FORUMS AND RESEARCH INITIATIVES

Following is a list of the most prominent international forums and initiatives that are involved in the
standardisation of 5G. This list is by definition non-exhaustive.

7.1

NGMN (Next-Generation Mobile Network) Alliance

The NGMN Alliance is an open forum founded by major mobile network operators. Its goal is to
ensure that the standards for next generation network infrastructure, service platforms and devices will
meet operators’ requirements.
The NGNM defined the following vision for 5G:
“5G is an end-to-end ecosystem to enable a fully mobile and connected society. It empowers value
creation towards customers and partners, through existing and emerging use cases, delivered with
consistent experience, and enabled by sustainable business models.”
5G-related activities:
•

5G Whitepaper published in 2015

•

Several publications and contributions to 3GPP and other organisations were made during
2016 and 2017, including covering requirements, key capabilities, architecture, security,
spectrum, vertical industries, testing/trialling and IPR.

•

Activities in 2017 and beyond:

•

7.2

o

Eco-system building and interaction

o

Spectrum, IPR, V2X

o

Guidance to SDOs and the wider industry

o

End-to-end Architecture Framework; Network Management and Operations; Security

o

Evaluation of test and proof of concept results

o

Trail and Testing Initiative – test technology building blocks, proof-of-concept, precommercial trials

NGMN is currently reviewing proposal for further projects

GSMA

The GSMA (original acronym for GSM Association) represents the interests of mobile operators
worldwide, uniting nearly 800 operators with almost 300 companies in the broader mobile ecosystem,
including handset and device makers, software companies, equipment providers and internet
companies, as well as organisations in adjacent industry sectors. The GSMA also produces major
events such as Mobile World Congress series of conferences.
The GSMA produces Position Papers and promotion material to support the interests of its
membership; such as the one stating that both 26 GHz and 28 GHz bands are needed for 5G26.

26

https://www.gsma.com/spectrum/26-ghz-28-ghz/
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7.3

GSA (Global mobile Suppliers Association)

The GSA promotes the 3GPP technology roadmap, i.e. 3G, 4G, and 5G and represents companies
across the worldwide mobile ecosystem engaged in the supply of infrastructure, semiconductors, test
equipment, devices, applications and mobile support services.
In February 2017, the GSA entered into an agreement with the GSMA to collaborate on spectrum
management issues with particular reference to the allocation, harmonisation and market availability
of radio spectrum for 5G.

7.4

SCF (Small Cell Forum)

The SCF is a special interest group (SIG) with 150 members, including 65 telecom operators, which
promotes the adoption and deployment of small cells and heterogeneous networks.
The Small Cell Forum believes that, like the NGMN Alliance, it has an important role to play in this
respect. It shares the broad objectives set out in the NGMN white paper but can complement that work
by:
•

Defining more specifically how small cells architectures can contribute to achieving objectives
like network density and energy efficiency.

•

Providing leadership for the ecosystem in how to apply principles, such as the open ecosystem
and consistent user experience, specifically to small cells.

Its 5G workgroup develops deliverables in the areas of MEC, shared spectrum solutions for small
cells, and indoor small cell-based IoT solutions.
In its report, “Network densification in the 5G era” from October 2017 the SCF outlines five major
technological points to define next generation networks:
•

Co-existence of LTE and 5G, i.e. architectural changes such as virtualisation and edge
computing must apply to legacy LTE as well as new 5G components

•

Automation, self-organizing networks and orchestration, i.e. open and interoperable interfaces
to enable instrumentation and dynamic configuration of network functions, transport and other
resources.

•

Furthering virtualisation efforts to promote network agility and flexibility, multi-vendor
efficiencies and innovation, and cost reduction.

•

Alignment around the dynamic use of licensed, unlicensed and shared spectrum.

•

Simplicity and robustness to allow rapid, low-cost deployment.
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7.5

TM Forum

The TM (original acronym for TeleManagement) Forum is a non-profit industry association for
providers of telecommunication services and their suppliers. Members include communications and
digital service providers, telephone companies, cable operators, network operators, software suppliers,
equipment suppliers, systems integrators and management consultancies. Currently the Forum has
over 850 member companies.
The TM Forum provides an open, collaborative environment along with practical tools and
information to help its members in their digital transformation initiatives. Its services include
collaboration programs and proof-of-concept projects, industry research and benchmarks, technology
roadmaps, best-practice guidebooks, business process guidelines and open APIs, as well as certified
training, conferences and publications.
To tackle issues related to deployment and management of next-generation mobile technology TM
Forum established a 5G working group. Its goal is to develop a full-fledged collaboration project to
advance the evolution of 5G, working with all key stakeholders including standards-development
organizations like 3GPP and the Next Generation Mobile Networks Alliance (NGMN), among others.

7.6

ONAP and OPNFV

The Open Network Automation Platform (ONAP) was formed in February 2017 when two Open
Source projects, AT&T-led ECOMP and China Mobile-led Open Orchestrator (OPEN-O), merged.
The objective of ONAP is to provide an Open Source development platform for the automation in
mobile operators’ networks and operations support environments, which is considered a pre-requisite
for large-scale 5G deployment. ONAP collaborates with TM Forum on the harmonisation of Open
Source and standards.
The Open Platform for NFV (OPNFV) was launched in 2014 by the Linux Foundation to bring
together service providers, cloud and infrastructure vendors, developers, and customers to create an
Open Source platform for supporting interoperability testing and integration of virtual network
elements and thus accelerate development and deployment of NFV.
ONAP and OPNFV are two prominent examples of Open Source initiatives with relevance for 5G;
there are, however, numerous other Open Source activities addressing different elements of the
networking stack, as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Open Source networking landscape27

27

https://inform.tmforum.org/digital-transformation-and-maturity/2017/09/action-week-onap-tm-forum-collaborate-advanceautomation/?_ga=2.211782940.804471444.1507725769-1094312264.1507725769#prettyPhoto
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7.7

5G-PPP (5G Public Private Partnership)

The 5G Public Private Partnership (5G PPP) is the 5G collaborative research programme under the
umbrella of the European Commission’s Horizon 2020 Programme. It has been initiated by the EU
Commission and a wide range of stakeholders including:
1) Industry manufacturers
2) Telecommunications operators
3) Service providers
4) SMEs and researchers
The 5G PPP aims at fostering industry-driven research, monitored by business-related, technological
performance and societal KPIs. It will deliver solutions, architectures, technologies and standards for
ubiquitous next-generation communication infrastructure over the coming decade.28
The EC H2020 5G Infrastructure PPP is an extremely significant programme with ambitious KPIs.
The programme is organised over 3 phases, the EC funded budget target is €700M and the number of
contractual projects will a priori range in the order of 60-100 (depending on the EC contractual
funding and projects sizes in the different phases). As stated in the EC contract, the PPP programme is
clearly considered to be more than just a group of standalone projects working together through EC
Concertation & Clusters meetings and activities. The success of the programme will be very much
depending on the consecutive portfolio of projects over the phases, the capacity of these projects to
interface and cooperate and their ability to jointly impact beyond their individual impact.
The key challenges as defined by the 5G PPP are:
•

Providing 1000 times higher wireless area capacity and more varied service capabilities
compared to 2010.

•

Saving up to 90% of energy per service provided. The focus will be on mobile communication
networks where the dominating energy consumption comes from the radio access network.

•

Reducing the average service creation time cycle from 90 hours to 90 minutes.

•

Creating a secure, reliable and dependable Internet with a “zero perceived” downtime for
services provision.

•

Facilitating very dense deployments of wireless communication links to connect over 7 trillion
wireless devices serving over 7 billion people.

•

Ensuring for everyone and everywhere the access to a wider panel of services and applications
at lower cost.

Within the 5G PPP the 5G Infrastructure Association (5G-IA) represents the private element whereas
the European Commission represents the public element (Figure 19).
The 5G-IA is committed to advancing 5G in Europe and building global consensus on 5G. To this aim,
the Association brings together a wide range of global telecoms and digital actors, including
telecommunication operators, manufacturers, research institutes, universities, industry
associations/verticals, and SMEs.

28

https://5g-ppp.eu/
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The 5G-IA releases regular updates of its so-called “Pre-structuring Model”, which defines coherent
Working Groups (WGs) and Targeted Actions (TAs) that could comprise each of the PPP Phases. The
goal is to ensure that the next set of projects (portfolio) will work together appropriately. The current
Pre-structuring Model focuses on the Phase 3 projects portfolio and can be found here: https:/5gppp.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/171107_5GInfraPPP_Phase3-Pre-StructuringModel_V2.0.pdf.
The 5G-PPP comprises a number of cross-project work groups where the work of multiple projects
can be consolidated to identify shared issues and develop joint program level positions on technical
and strategic items.
The currently active work groups have their origins in both 5G-Infrastructure Association activities
and from decisions on needs by the 5G-PPP projects themselves29:

Working Group

Topic

Pre-Standards

Enabling 5G via pre-standards and standards roadmaps

Vision & Societal Challenges

Developing the 5G Vision

Spectrum

Shared Opinions and technical questions on spectrum for 5G

Architecture

Facilitating consensus building on the 5G architecture.

SDN / NDF

Unification and applicability of Software Networking

NetMgmt / QoS

Addressing these aspects in 5G networks and networking

Security

Development and progression of 5G security

SME

Support SME participation in the 5G PPP

Trials

Share information on European 5G trials

Automotive

Advance the uptake of 5G in the Automotive sector.
Table 4: 5G PPP Working Groups

The overall structure of the 5G PPP is depicted in Figure 13.

29

Source : 5G PPP (https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-ppp-work-groups/)
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Figure 13: 5G PPP structure30

5G PPP is organised over 3 phases which are depicted in Figure 14:
1. Specification (2015 - 2018): Maps to 3GPP Rel-15
2. Development/Tests (2017 - 2020): Maps to 3GPP Rel-16
3. Experimentation/Pilots (2018 – 2021)

30

Source: https://5g-ppp.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/m3-BIENAIME-JP.-Bienaime-5G-IA_Ljubljana-17-October2017.pdf
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Figure 14: 5G PPP pan-EU trial roadmap and timeline31

7.7.1

5G PPP standardisation activities

The Pre-Standards Work Group is in charge of standardisation activities. Its primary tasks are to:
•

Identify standardisation and regulatory bodies to align with such as ETSI, 3GPP, IEEE, ITU-R
and CEPT/ECC,

•

Develop a roadmap of relevant standardisation and regulatory topics for 5G, evaluate existing
roadmaps at international level and propose an own roadmap for 5G being aligned at
international level,

•

Steer pre-standardisation on 5G and related R&D, propose where topics should be
standardised, and influence the timing of R&D work programs.

7.7.1.1 5G PPP approach to standardisation
•

Develop a common view on use-cases and verticals

•

Develop concepts addressing the scenarios (eMBB, uMTC, mMTC)

•

Research projects investigate technology component candidates
o

31

First evaluations based on scenarios and use-cases

•

Industry partners select relevant topics to drive in standardisation

•

Method to contribute

Source: https://5g-ppp.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/5GInfraPPP_TrialsWG_Roadmap_Version2.0.pdf
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o

Partners’ inputs to standardisation bodies

o

Understanding the verticals’ key requirements through interaction with relevant
standardisation bodies

7.7.1.2 Relevant Standardisation topics for 5G
•

IMT-2020 Requirements
o

•

ITU-R (WP5D)

Access, front haul, system architecture
o

3GPP

•

SDN/NFV/MEC

•

Satellite communication component and satellite navigation system for 5G (ETSI/TC SES)

•

New areas
o

IoT, Machine-Type Communication

o

Softwarisation, control and orchestration

o

Additional verticals

7.7.1.3 Standardisation for verticals
•

Vertical-specific
o

Reason for verticals to use 5G solutions

•

Ease of integration

•

Economy-of-scale
o

Specific requirements vs. Unified, standardised solutions

o

Focus on requirements from vertical SDOs

•

Interact with established vertical oriented SDOs

•

Examples of SDOs for the Automotive industry
o

C-ITS, ETSI, CEN and ISO

o

E.g., joint work between ISO TC204 WG18 and CEN TC278 WG16

The 5G PPP programme has influenced the development of current standards by catalysing the vision
what 5G should be about (eMBB, MTC and URLLC) and articulating the overall 5G key performance
indicators.
Results have been presented to relevant standards bodies, particularly to 3GPP, ETSI and ITU. The
contributions include:
•

3GPP-RAN: Specifications of the physical layer of the radio Interface for UE as well as radio
interface architecture and protocols, radio resource control and management and the services
provided to the upper layers.

•

3GPP-SA: Specifications of services and features, definition and evolution of the overall
architecture, and addressing security and privacy by design.

•

ETSI: Contributions to MEC (Mobile Edge Computing), RRS (Reconfigurable Radio System)
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and TC CYBER (Cyber Security).
•

ITU: Contributions to SG15 on network technologies for transport.

7.7.1.4 5G PPP projects specifically addressing 5G standardization
Several 5G PPP projects specifically target standardization aspects of 5G.
Global5G.org
Global5G.org (www.global5g.eu/) is a 5G PPP Phase 2 Coordination & Support Action (CSA) with
the specific role of helping to strengthen the link between vertical industries, standardisation and
research as diverse requirements emerge from different vertical industry use cases. Global5G.org will
also play a role in supporting consensus building on standardisation and harmonisation on policy and
regulations across the EU
5G-ENSURE
5G-ENSURE (5gensure.eu/) addresses a number of aspects related to the security and trustworthiness
of 5G networks, including standardisation. Following a workshop on 5G security standardisation in
June 2016 the project published a whitepaper [1] in June 2017, which reviews the security
standardisation activities of 3GPP, ETSI, IETF, and NGMN. Active contributions are made to 3GPP
and ETSI, while the standardisation activities of various other bodies and forums are monitored and/or
used (Figure 15).

Figure 15: 5G-ENSURE Standardisation plan32

32

Source: 5G-ENSURE (http://www.5gensure.eu/)
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7.8

5G Americas

5G Americas is an industry trade organisation composed of telecommunications service providers and
manufacturers from all the Americas. The organisation's mission is to represent its members’ interests
related to 3GPP technologies, including 5G before political and regulatory bodies.
5G Americas regularly issues position papers and reports on technical and regulatory matters. In April
2017, for instance, the organisation published a recommendation on the allocation of radio spectrum
for 5G.

7.9

5G Forum

Founded by the South Korean Ministry of Science, ICT, and Future Planning in 2013 as a PublicPrivate partnership, the 5G Forum (organisational structure shown in Figure 20 below) has more than
30 members comprising mobile network operators, global manufacturer, research institutes,
universities and the Korean Government.

Figure 16: Organisational structure of the 5G Forum (South Korea)33

To foster global standardisation, research and development, and create an ecosystem for 5G the Forum
collaborates with a number of international 5G initiatives including 5G-PPP in Europe, IMT-2020
Promotion Group in China, 2020 and Beyond AdHoc (2020B AH) in Japan, and 5G Americas in the
Americas.

33

Source: 5G Forum (https://www.5gforum.org/)
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7.10

5GMF (5th-Generation Mobile Communications Promotion Forum)

The Fifth Generation Mobile Communications Promotion Forum (5GMF) was established in Japan in
2014 to actively promote 5G research and development, following a 5G implementation roadmap
published by the government of Japan and taking into account global developments and initiatives.
As of October 2017, the 5GMF had more than 130 members from industry and academia. The
following Figure 21 is the mid-term action plan of 5GMF.

Figure 17: 5GMF Mid-term 5G action plan34

The 5GMF published a number of reports and whitepapers on the use cases for and technical
requirements of 5G systems in Japan.
A sub-group of the 5GMF, the 5G Trial Promotion Group (5G-TPG) is in charge of the 5G Systems
Integrated Verification Trial in Japan, which the 5GMF is facilitating. An initial report of the findings
of the 5G-TP was published in September 2017.
Through its IMT-2020 Evaluation Group the 5GMF contributes to the work of ITU-R SG5 WP5D on
a recommendation for the IMT-2020 radio interface.
Furthermore, the Forum collaborates with other regional 5G interest groups, including the 5G-PPP, 5G
Forum, IMT-2020 PG, and the WWRF.

7.11

5G TSA (Open Trial Specification Alliance)

The 5G TSA was formed in early 2016 by South Korean telecom operators KT and SK Telecom, US
carrier Verizon and Japan's NTT Docomo to set testing standards for 5G networks.
The objective of the alliance was to define a common platform standard for 5G which shall enable

34

Source: 5GMF (5gmf.jp/en/)
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network equipment makers to design 5G equipment more efficiently, and allow the wireless industry
to test key technical components.
Technical trials were planned to occur between 2016 and 2018.
Note: As of February 2018 it could not be verified whether this alliance, which does not have a web
site, is still active.

7.12

5GTF (5G Technical Forum)

In 2015, US mobile operator Verizon established the 5GTF with Cisco, Ericsson, Intel, LG, Nokia,
Qualcomm and Samsung. The group's primary purpose is to develop a wireless alternative to fibre to
the home (FTTH) using mmWave spectrum. Unlike ‘true’ 5G, however, this is not a mobile but a
fixed wireless access (FWA) technology.
However, the 5GTF draws largely from the LTE standard and adds concepts now being researched
and proposed for 5G in 3GPP.

7.13

5GAA (5G Automotive Association)

The 5G Automotive Association (5GAA) is a global cross-industry association that was formed in
September 2016 to foster the development of connected and self-driving cars as well as intelligent
transport systems. It has more than 50 members including car manufacturers and suppliers, mobile
operators, chip manufacturers, and test houses.
The 5GAA’s primary functions are to:
•

Define and harmonise use cases, business and go-to-market models for automotive and
intelligent mobility applications, including rental cars, car sharing and electric vehicles.

•

Elaborate technology selection and roadmap evolution strategy including spectrum allocation
requirements.

•

Influence standardisation and regulatory bodies, certification and approval processes required
for the deployment of future connected mobility solutions.

•

Address vehicle-to-x connectivity and communication challenges, including wireless and
cellular access networks, security, privacy, authentication, distributed cloud architectures,
technology platforms, protocols and data formats required for reliable communication and
access to cloud content.

•

Run joint innovation and development projects leading to interoperability testing, large scale
pilots and trial deployments.

The 5GAA is currently organised in five Working Groups:
•
•
•
•
•

WG 1: Use Cases and Technical Requirements (headed by Ford)
WG 2: System Architecture and Solution Development (headed by Ericsson)
WG 3: Evaluation, Testbeds, and Pilots (headed by Vodafone)
WG 4: Standards and Spectrum (headed by Intel)
WG 5: Business Models and Go-To-Market Strategies (headed by BMW)

The Association actively promotes Cellular V2x (C-V2X) for short- and long-range vehicular
communications which it views as an element of 5G evolution. To address coexistence issues with
ITS G5 in the 5.9 GHz band the 5GAA proposes a “safe harbour solution” comprising different
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channels access schemes for each technology the details of which still have to be defined.
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8
8.1

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Global state of 5G standardisation

In this deliverable, we identified the key international standards bodies for 5G, as well as other
associations and fora participating in the global 5G standardisation process and reviewed the work that
is under progress at the various stakeholders.
Acknowledging the need for global standards and building on the experience from 3G and 4G
standardisation, the global wireless communications community collaborates within the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) to define the 5G standard. While in the past the global
standardisation process was sometimes hampered by national solo efforts all major SDOs from Asia,
Europe, and the Americas are now cooperating.
Being at the forefront of technological advances in areas related to the Future Internet, Europe and
China are playing particularly important roles in the global standardisation process. While both
regions have their dedicated 5G research initiatives and promotion groups as well as deployment plans
and technology roadmaps they appear to adopt the same concept of a unified core standard, a set of
clearly defined KPIs plus a number of key technologies for connectivity. Unlike the 3GPP, though,
which foresees the development of 5G for high-speed communications and IoT (eMBB and mMTC) in
different phases, China advocates equal priorities for both application cases.
A number of leading global manufacturers of communications equipment such as Huawei and ZTE
originate from China, and the “Chinese touch”, as some sources put it, is not any longer applied by
defining dedicated local standards but by introducing certain elements into 3GPP standards such as
Huawei’s “Polar code” technology for 5G channel coding.
Differences exist concerning the participation of non-Chinese companies in Chinese 5G initiatives and
participation of non-EU companies in EU 5G initiatives.
Both the Chinese IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion Group and the 5G PPP are focusing on the promotion of
5G technology. In the past, the IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion Group was closed to the participation of
non-Chinese companies; recently, however, this situation has been changed since more non-Chinese
companies can participate in some of the IMT-2020 standardization activities. Still, more work is
needed in order to promote participation of foreign companies in more working groups of the IMT2020 (5G) Promotion Group.
The EU 5G PPP initiative is closed for countries that do not have their registered seat in the Member
States, Candidate States and Associated Countries of the European Union. Therefore, it should be
considered to allow the participation of Chinese companies in the 5GPPP initiative.

8.2

The Way forward

The findings from this deliverable constitute the foundation for the second deliverable on this subject
(D3.4) which will include a comprehensive comparison of the 5G standardisation strategies in the EU
and China and identify the focus areas in which harmonisation of 5G standards should be addressed.
It shall be noted here that the project, and specifically the creation of this deliverable, was affected by
various issues such as the delayed funding of the Chinese project, the different objectives of the EU
and Chinese partners (EU: Coordination and Support Action, China: R&D projects), the language
barrier (many documents were available only in Chinese language and thus could not be considered),
and cultural differences related to the collection and provision of information.
For the second deliverable, a number of steps are being undertaken to establish the necessary high
level networks in China and Europe in order to improve the matchmaking process with large-scale
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pilot projects in China. These steps include improving the intra-project communication, consulting EC
project officers involved in other EU-China cooperation projects, liaising with these projects, and
establishing contacts with companies involved in these projects.
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